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Abstract : Technological changes have an impact not only on economic but also on social elements of society which in turn has
created new challenges for states’ political systems and their regimes. As a result of unprecedented growth of information
technologies and communications digital democracy and electronic governance have emerged. Nowadays effective state
functioning cannot be imagined without electronic governance. In Georgia, special attention is paid to the development of such
new systems and establishment of electronic governance. Therefore, in parallel to intensive development of information
technologies an important priority for public sector in Georgia is the development of electronic governance. In spite of the fact
that today Georgia with its economic indicators satisfies the standards of western informational society, and major part of its
gross domestic product comes from the service sector (59.6%), it still remains a backward country on the world map in terms
of information technologies and electronic governance. E-transparency in Georgia should be based on such parameters as
government accountability when the government provides citizens information about their activities; e-participation which
involves government’s consideration of external expert assessments; cooperation between officials and citizens in order to
solve national problems. In order to improve electronic systems the government should actively do the following: Fully develop
electronic programs concerning HR and exchange of data between public organizations; develop all possible electronic
services; improve existing electronic programs; make electronic services available on different mobile platforms (iPhone,
Android, etc.).
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